Jerusalem... where history meets science
Come together to learn about the most relevant and current trends in clinical neurosurgery.

The Israel Neurosurgery Society is honoured to be chosen to host the 16th Congress of the Asian Australasian Society of Neurological Surgeons (AASNS) on 6–8 September, 2022 in Jerusalem, Israel. The Organising Committee and the Scientific Program Committee are planning exciting scientific and cultural programs for all registrants, from training residents to senior neurosurgeons.

Jerusalem is a unique city, with a continuous history of over 3000 years, from the time of the legendary King David to the current times. It is the home of the three monotheistic religions, with a history and atmosphere that permeates the environment and is present in every step. It is truly a city where history informs the present.

Stay Updated
Subscribe to our newsletter to get all the Congress updates.
The next full Congress of the **Asian Australasian Society of Neurosurgeons** to be held in **Jerusalem 6-9 September 2022**. This is the major event of the AASNS and is held every 4 years. The last meeting was in Mumbai, India December 2019. The AASNS is the official continental society of the WFNS, covering over 60% of the world population, including all of Asia and Australasia. The AANS and the EANS will be joining the Congress as official guest societies, and as such it will be a very significant international Congress.

The organising for the meeting has now commenced. The Israeli Neurosurgical Society is the host organisation. Yigal Shoshan will be the President of the Congress, Shlomi Constantini is the Chair of the organising Committee and Andrew Kaye the Chair of the Scientific Program Committee.

With the involvement of the AANS and the EANS, this will be the largest global neurosurgical meeting in 2022. It is intended to be held purely as a physical meeting. In addition to the scientific program, we plan enriched additions from scientists and entrepreneurs of the highest level.

The theme of the meeting is

“**Jerusalem... where history meets science**”.

Registration and abstract submission open November 2021

[www.AACNS2022.com](http://www.AACNS2022.com)